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5 of 5 review helpful Enjoyable Prepper Porn with some flaws By Bill Meyer KMED A very thoughtful read about the 
cultural and economic breakdown of the Republic leading to chaos starvation war and rebirth Where I believe the 
rebirth falls short is the slavish devotion to Retroculture as part of the solution Certainly Lind points out that our arts 
and entertainment wasteland has broken down culture for sure but When Captain John Rumford USMC stands up for 
the dead Marines of Iwo Jima against the forces of political correctness that have invaded his beloved Corps he is 
promptly cashiered for his trouble But upon his return to his native Maine he discovers that even in the countryside 
there is no escaping the political correctness that has spread throughout the United States of America And when what 
begins as a small effort by some former Marines to help fellow Christians 
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